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Sermon Reflections 

Thinking about the Future - Part 2    (Matthew 24:15-35) 

Summary:    Do not be alarmed.  Rest assured that God will keep every promise of His Word to the 
very end.  Trust His plan.  

 

Follower of Christ, No Need to Be Alarmed, if you … 

1. First, Identify the Turning Point (Matthew 24:15-22) 

 To answer the question about the signs of the very end of times, Jesus referred to the 

already recorded ‘time line’ that God gave to Daniel centuries earlier in Daniel 9 to couch the 

Abomination of Desolation.  No surprise.  You might make a note here for your own 

encouragement as to God’s careful attention and precision in the details!   

 Daniel notes that there would be a decree to rebuild Jerusalem.  The Scriptures (and history) 

record that decree went out from a Persian king (Artaxerxes) in 444 BC.  Then Daniel records 

there would then be 69 weeks (weeks of years) until “the Anointed One” [that is, Jesus 

Christ] comes; so, 69 x 7 x 360* days per year (*360 days in a Hebrew year) = 173,880 days 

which moves the calendar forward to AD 33!  Say Artaxerxes issued his decree to rebuild 

Jerusalem on March 5, of the year 444 BC then 173,880 days would move the calendar to 

precisely March 30 AD 33 the day of Jesus’ triumphal entry into Jerusalem!  “ … Has He said, 

and will He not do it?  …  ”  (Numbers 23:19) 

  What are the implications as to the other promises that God has made in His Word?  What 

does this mean to the Church?  What does this mean to you in 2022?   

 While in Daniel, do not miss Daniel’s wise example of what to do (and what we should do!) to 

prepare for end times. Daniel knew the Scriptures and when Daniel saw that there was 

quickly coming an end to his own present time, Daniel went to the Word of God (as he 

always did! to understand his present time AND Daniel turned to God in prayer for the 

strength to persevere during that time.  

 Now, self-evaluate, personally think about this past week and how well did you do following 

this example of Daniel [e.g. (1) being “in the Word of God to understand this present time” 

and (2) “in prayer seeking strength to endure”?]  Give yourself a grade on your efforts and 

consider – was your effort adequate? Or, is/are improvement(s) needed?  If improvements 

are needed, what will you tweek in the coming week?   

 The Abomination of Desolation IS the Turning Point.  Using Daniel 9 (specifically Daniel 9:24-

27) and related passages for reference and, in your own words, write your own working 

definition of the Abomination of Desolation; or, you might want to sketch a narrative of the 

Abomination of Desolation!  What are essential elements of that narrative – in your own 

words?   


